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ABSTRACT

We study the process of y -*e conversion in nuclei with the emission

of a Majoron in a model proposed by Gelminl and RoncadeUI, with B-L

symmetry spontaneously broken by the vacuim expectation value of a

Hlggs triplet. We find that this mechanism may contribute to the

li"+e+ conversion rate at the same level as predicted by earlier models.

(Submitted to Nuclear Physics B)
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INTRODUCTION

Gauge theories assume that the basic constituents of matter, namely

leptons and quarks, transform as particular representations of the

gauge groups. Perhaps the least understood feature of these theories

is the existence of several generations of fermions, with the theory

repeating itself for each one. Generation-number Is known not to be

conserved in the quark sector, and these violations are described in

terms of Cablbbo-Iike rotations. Since there is an underlying assumption

that quark and lepton representations should behave in a similar fashion,

the concept of lepton-number violation, including the mixing of different

lepton generations, has naturally received much attention [ I ] .

Some lepton-violating processes which have been stt'died theoretically

and experimentally »r* K* * e*e*ir* [2], double-beta decay [ 3 ] , the

decay u •* ey ( 4 ], and the conversions u~ +A{Z) + A(Z*2) +e [51. In

particular, the conversion u"+A(Z) * A{Z-2) +e + violates total lepton

number, and its observation would mean that the other processes mentioned

should also occur at some level.

The conversion u~+A{Z) •*• A(Z-2) +e + is presently under experimental

Investigation. It has been studied by Kama I and Ng [6] and later

by Vergados and Ericson [7] in a model which relies on the exchange

of a heavy Majorana neutrino, and also by Vergados [8] In a process

mediated by Higgs particles. In this paper we present a calculation of

the process in a model which was developed by Gelminf and ftoncadelif [ 9 ] ,

whereby neutrino masses *re incorporated into the Weinberg-Salam model as

a manifestation of the spontaneous breaking of the global symmetry of

lepton number by extending the Higgs sector. The symmetry breaking Is

accompanied by the appearance of a massless>'fO'ldstone boson, tho

Majoron, and a salient feature is that, unlike earlier similar models,

this model does not introduce heavy unobserved neutrinos; that fs, the

fermion sector is not extended by an ad hoc assumption. The coupling

of the Majoron to electron, muon and tau neutrinos allows for the

breaking of lepton number in a natural way, and this mechanism was

used by Georgi, Glashow and Nussinov [10] to show that the double-beta
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decay process A(Z) -»• A(Z+2) + e"+e"+x» 'n which a Majoron x appears

with the two electrons In neutrinoless double beta decay, can contribute

a significant fraction of the total BB decay rate. In the same spirit,

in the present paper we calculate the rate for the process u~+A(Z) •*

A(Z-2) +e +x by having the Majoron couple to a mixture of electron,

muon, and tau neutrinos. Similar to the case of 08 decay, we find

conversion rates which are comparable to those found in earlier calcu-

lations. Specifically, for a coupling constant of the order "x» 1, mixing

parameters (By)2 •»» 10"* and m, ^ 5 HeV, we find a conversion rate

(compared to the standard u capture rate) of the order "\< 10"21.

For completeness we present an outline of the Gelmlni-RoncadellI model

in the next section, in particular those features which are used in our

calculation. Section 3 deals with the u*-»-e+ conversion calculation,

and finally the results and conclusion are presented in section <*.

2. T H E M O D E L

In the Gelmlni-Roncadelll model the neutrinos are Hajorana particles.

They obtain a mass under symmetry breaking through a Yukawa coupling

of the leptons with a new scalar field •, which is a triplet under

SU(2).. The triplet is assumed to have a nonzero lepton number; thus,

lepton number symmetry Is broken spontaneously at a new mass scale set

by <4>. The symmetry breaking is associated with a GoIdstone boson,

the Majoron, which couples to all leptons and quarks.

Geimini and Roncadelli restricted their discussion to a single lepton

family, but the development Is easily generalized to several genera-

tions [11]* The term which appears in the Lagrangian ?n addition to

those of the standard Weinberg-Sa'am model is

where if> is the usual Higgs doublet, the fermion content is



and the indices a and b refer to different generations. The field 4>

is related to the Higgs triplet by

• t . («» •#++) //I

The fields can be written in tirms of the expectation values as

V
PI- f ' /rl

•'

such that <
L*nJ

(2)

(3)

The charged leptons acquire mass through the vacuum expectation

value of the doublet, while the neutrinos do so through <*>:

where m . * The matrlx mab can ***
with the

orthogonal matrix 0 assuming CP conservation:

IOiaI",b<°T>bJ-*ijV''i
ab

where 0. - ±1 and m{ > 0. We can now define the mass elgenstates

by the index I as follows:
1!

V ! L -

(5)

f6)
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II
The Hajorana fields are

v, - v,L • S, v^R (7)

and eq. {4} can now be rewritten as

V| is a CP elgenstate of eigenvalue Bj. 6| must be Included in the

definition eq. (7) so that v( satisfy field equations for positive

mass t 11]• The coupling of the leptons to the W bosons can be ex-

pressed In an explicitly CP-invariant form as

l9i

To obtain the coupling between ths neutrino and the Majoron, note

that the total contribution to tht Lagrangian from < •' > Is given

by

The fields eaten up by Z* and W , respectively, are:

. . _ . (11)
o* - i [+* + (v T/v D) /2 *

+ ]

whereas the Majoron and the physical singly charged Higgs are
perpendicular to those:

x- 2(vT/v0)n0-nT

. . . (12)
u>+- I [(vT/vD)/2<|>* - *

4 ] .

With the approximation v-r«v0 19 ]• It Is straightforward to show

that eq. 10 leads to a coupling between neutrinos and the Majoron x

of the form l£ f.v. ys v? x, where fj • m. / vT>

Although there are many other interesting characteristics of this

model, the foregoing discussion suffices in introducing the important

features with respect to our u *e conversion calculation.
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\i~ * e + CONVERSION CALCULATION

The process that we are calculating, )T+A(Z) + A(Z-2) +e**x« '»

shown in fig. 1, wherein the relevant parameters mre defined. We

assume that the reaction occurs via neutrino exchange between two

nucleons in the nucleus. As explained in the previous section, the

neutrinos are a mixture of the usual electron, w o n and tau neutrinos.

The invariant amplitude for the process can be written as

•"k +k)*x -IE y, -Ik *(x-y)
e y • n

g ^ U y ] (13)

y -1(E.-E f)x

a >< j | Je(y) |i>

where g. - 6( m, / v-, ke> k and k are the positron, muon and Majoron

momenta respectively, * (y) is the muon wave junction, and |i>, |f>

and |j> are the initial, final and intermediate nuclear states with

energies E., Ef and E., respectively. J and J. are the usual weak

hadronic currents.

Some manipulation of the gamma matrices reduces the term sandwiched

between the electron and muon spinors to ^

fCk^) - - *«,[ r xk n D - ?, -itn i C M )

where I\ - y a Yfl YgO "Y 5) and I"2 « Y a Y YgO" Y s ) . We neglect
all external momenta compared to My, and we also take advantage of
m? <<M2 With these approximations, the integration over k yields
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e - l k n , (x 9 -y 0 )

J n* (k2-M?.)» (k*-m?) f(l

i8^, r
L 0 < x . -

>. (x0 - y 0 )

<o,(ku),+k-itn)

- f ( k -w J(xo-yo)

+ i

tx. - l y ,

-y,)

k) -?2 . S i

l«W(x.-y.) r ,,
S ( i x o - i y o ^ J

where ui? - k2 +m? , u£ - fr +fft , and u2 « ( £ - £ ) 2 +m?
I II f W it 99 Q I I I



Next we use the usual approximation E. s <E,>, where < E. > Is some

appropriate average energy of the Intermediate states, and use the

closure approximation, so that

-l(E, -E,)y0 -i(E.-Ef)x0

I * ' j « J f < f | J . ( x ) | j > < j | J B ( y ) | i >
J B (16)

-i{E, -<E,>)y0 -i(<E.>-Ef)x0 . _.
% e ' J e J f < f | Ja Gc) JB (y) | I > .

Integrations over x 0, yo yield

• < f | J o (x) J B (y) | I > e e

uTC J d ' k ^ Q r - ^ Q ? . k ] U e

where

"J

These results were obtained by taking m? <<m2 « H g . These

spproximations are responsible for the signs appearing in the

denominators of Q, which have a strong influence on the results

that follow. The next step is to perform the ic integration.

Although it is possible to do the angular part exactly, th- pro-

cedure leads to unnecessary grave complications.subsequently.

Instead, we wi 11 approximate k -k s < k - k > « 0 ; this will

shift the poles in the kn integral by a small amount (at least

for the experimental geometry that we will be interested in), and

has a small effect on the final answer.



j After the angular integration the k^ integral in eq. (17) becomes

kn jd kn k* [ Q rx J , (kn r) + S 2 Q12 • F j, (kn r) ]

where r • x - y , and the integration over kR yields

dlS,l««J.»S. + j^ (cosm^r -cos mkr)

(cos m r + m r sin m^ r - cos mkr - m^ r sin tnk r) j

where m. • /m* - 2m k and k 2 % / 2 . This last condition is consistent

with the ongoing experiment [12]. The terms which contain e'^r are

very highly suppressed and will be ignored from now on. Note that in

calculations based on the exchange of a heavy neutrino, the presence

of the neutrino mass could not be ignored relative to m in the third

term of the expression for Q in eq. (17). In that case the third

term would be similar to the first two, and a similar suppression

of the form e r, where H is the neutrino mass, would occur. In such

situations one may have to consider the momentum dependence of the

nucleon form factors, which we have safely ignored In our case.

Tor the hadronic current we use

where the index k denotes the k nucleon, with the non-relativistic
form given by
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M-0

with fA - 1.2«» fy.

Inserting all of these results into the expression for the amplitude

In eq. (17), after some Olrac matrix algebra It Is possible to write

down the amplitude using notation similar to that of ref. I 7 ] :

where

[<**>]* - Ef)<f |«-

(21)

(22)

kH

\ k

(23)

IfV + fA

Fj (r) =• jĵ jr (cos m r - cos m^ r)

F, ( r ) s .^—;—=- (cos m r + t n r s i n m r - c o s m. r -m, r s i n m , r )
2n^jkr^ v V V K K K
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The muon wave function is approximately constant inside the nucleus

and so has been taken out of the integrals [13]:

<«*> a eff
u irZ

To calculate the conversion rate we square the amplitude and, after

sunning over electron and averaging over muon spins and integrating

over the final phase space, we obtain the following electron energy

spectrum, valid for E £ m /2:

r
(2«J

• t l < f | n o | i > | 2 + | < f | 3 | i > | » i .
Eq. (25) gives the conversion rate as a function of the electron

energy for the process p~-*e+x via the exchange of a light nei.trino,

as described in fig. 1. The calculation of the rate for the process

u~+e* via light Majoraii© neutrino exchange, as shown In fig. 2, has never

appeared explicitly in the literature. Reference has been made to

the expectation that the rate is much smaller than that via heavy

Hajorana-neutrino exchange, due to the helicity suppression at the

lepton vertices. Our motivation for calculating u -*e X via light

neutrino exchange is that the Majoron emission allows the necessary

helicity flip, and therefore we expect larger rates which are

comparable to those predicted by the other calculations; this effect

has been exploited in other processes, such as double-beta decay as

caicuteted by Georgi, Giashow and Nussinov [ 10]. It will be useful

to compare our result to the u -*-e rate via light neutrino exchange.

To that end we present the rate for that process below. Following

steps similar to those leading to eq. 24, we obtain the following

rate for u ->e via light neutrino exchange:
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8' - I e e

w?, and u. » are given by eq. 23, but with different expressions for

FJ(r) and FJ(r):

i r / 2 m u\ 2 cos mu r i i
Fi(r) S l [s lnmw r+^j _JL_j ^ -

2 m u \ 2 c o s u i i

^ j JLj sJn^

C2«

where in this case the nuclear operators Mre given by

" * (26J

M I »V,/ (m^r)2 \«w/ % r J 2 V

To carry out an explicit evaluation of the matrix elements we use

approximations similar to those used in earlier calculations. We

calculate conversion rates to all final nuclear states. Then, using

closure we obtain

I | | l M = <i|4flD|i> + <t|HM|J> . C27)
f

II

We assume that the two-body operator dominates, so that

nfn^l wt w (2«)

we k* k*
and also that the two nucleons sre spin singlets. Then we obtain

the following generalization of the result in ec,s. 5^-56 of ref. t 7J:
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I ' J ^ tjT^ J
(2?)

tfe need to know the two-body nuclear density and correlation function.

For our purposes It Is sufficient to use the following expressions [13 ] :

< F>

P(r) -

P(r)d» r
(30)

r £ r < 2R.
c "

r <r

.V,where R. - I . t A 3 fermi, r - 0.4 fermi, and f(r ) stands for the
A C

radial functions associated with the operators in eq. (29). Following
this approach we obtain

- <nr[F(2RA)-F(rc)]/VN

where

F(r)
sin 2m r sin2m, r

u—,—H— +—,—=—

(31)

sIn( sin(m -

(cos

(32)

sin(m "iflijr

\r-nr m
u- +

sin(m
+ — j — cos m r cos m, r -

my r ^ k ""p mM " mk m
M

 + \

s i n m k r )

1



and mk - SI^m^F .

Inserting this result Into eq. (25), we finally obtain

With the same appt'oximations and assumptions we can derive a similar

result for the n" -»

neutrino exchange:

result for the n" -+e rate with no Majoron emission, via light Hajorana

where

[F'(2RA>-

6rcos2m r 6r2sln2m r 3sin2mr

6rcos2m r 6r2 sin2m r

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have calculated the rate for the process u~-*e \, I.e. a process

which includes the emission of a mass less Majoron. In order to obtain

the result in eq. (33) we have made use of some approximations used In

earlier calculations. They are: neglect of external momenta when

possible, closure in sums over Intermediate or final states, two

interacting nucleons in singlet state, cor«tant nuclear density,

and neglect of four-body operators in nuclear matrix elements. In'

addition we have also assumed ic «lc s <ic • itR> •> 0 to obtain eqs. (18)

and (19). This last approximation simplified the integrations sub-

stantially. We have carried the calculation further without making

that approximation and we found that the results we obtained do not

differ substantially from those given in the previous section.
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In order to give explicit numerical results, it is necessary to make

some assumptions about the parameters of the gauge model. Before

doing that we can still present the general behaviour of the energy

spectrum dr/dE in eq. (33), which is shown in arbitrary units in

fig. 3. We show the spectrum for E 2 70 MeV, which represents the

energy acceptance of the experiment presently in preparation [ 12].

We now turn our attention to the rate T defined by

70 MeV ar>«a •
 (35}

We obtained this result by numerical integration of dr/dE In

eq. (33), and we will be discussing it In terms of the ordinary

muon capture rate. The ordinary capture rate is given by [13]

f (A.Z) (36)

where f,2,+3ff, +f| -**o f « ^ 5-9. and the function f(A,Z) is a
V M r r M

correction due to the two-nucleon correlation:

f(A,Z) % 1 - 0.031+ 0.25 (^j -1) • 3.2<» (^ - j - I jjj "T^|) • (37)

As seen in eq. (33), the branching ratio P/To depends on the

quantity £ g. m- 0 . 0e.. If we assume that there are only three

lepton generations, from section 2 we can write this sum as

m1
 2 m 2

j ̂ 1 mi pi ei " ^s "̂  *• m̂ " ' pi ei + m~ \i2 e a + |is S3 ' ' '

Although we cannot say it with certainty, any reasonable expectation

about the neutrino masses and mixing parameters would lead to the

sum being dominated by the 3rd neutrino term, so we assume

Eg.nij 0 . 0 1 % g3 m3 0 0 . The numerical integration of eq. (35)

yields the following result:

(39)
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In order to compare our results later with those of ref. [ 7 } ,

we take (0 0 e )
2» 3 x 1O~3. this being the same value used in

that work for the mixing parameters (BY) 2- Taking m,-5 MeV and

g, -1 yields r/r 0 = 1.9 xio"21 for the nucleus A - 64, Z - 30.

In contrast to calculations for conversion rates via heavy Majorana

neutrino exchange, our approach involves only long-range operators

and nuclear uncertainties are minimized. Thus, our results are not

very sensitive to the parameter r , and the uncertainty in our results

comes primarily from the parameters of the gauge model and the

neutrino masses. To compare our result to those of ref. [ 7 ] , we

note that their approach is based on the exchange of a heavy Majorana

neutrino whose mass is expected to be very large, according to recent

gauge and grand unification theories. In fact, cosmoiogtcaf argu~

ments put a lower bound of ^ 10 GeV. Referring to table I of ref. [ 7 ] ,

we find that for m • 10 GeV and reasonable values of their nuclear

parameters, r «0.4 fermi and m. *0.85 GeV, the predicted branching
C n

ratio Is approximately 3 *10~ 2 1. We see that our rates with Hajoron

emission are of the same order of magnitude.

Comparing now our results with Hajoron emission (fig. t) to those with

light neutrino exchange without Majoron emission (fig. 2), we note

the following differences: 1) the former is proportional to (g,m,) 2,

the latter to m* (as seen in eqs. (24) and (25)); 2) the former has

a three-particle final phase space; 3) the nuclear matrix elements

are different (eqs. (23) and (26)); the former relies on a neutrino

mass to obtain the necessary helicity states In the lepton-W

coupling, the latter obtains the necessary helicity flip in the

emission of the Hajoron. This last point was exploited by Georgi,

Glashow and Nussinov [10] to show that double-beta decay with Hajoron

emission may have a rate comparable to that with light neutrino ex-

change. It was also used by Koib et al. [ 14] to show that lepton-

violating reactions can drastically affect the gravitational

collapse of massive stars. In our case, we can obtain the branching

ratio for M ~ * e + via light neutrino emission from eq. (34). For
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nij • 5 MeV and the same mixing parameters as before, we find V /T9 »

5.0 xiO"21. Thus Me see that, here also, the rates with and without

Hajoron emission are comparable.

With regard to the coupling gs M that was used for our calculation,

a final comment Is in order. Until now no explicit bounds have been

put on gs from experimental limits. Recently [ 15] v and K leptonic

decays have been analysed in the context of the Gelmini-Roncadelli

model in terms of neutrino weak eigenstates, and bounds were put on

the couplings g,,,, where t,l' run through e,y,t. The limits obtained

•re hleel' + ISjJ' + lg^l* < *.5*1<rs and |ge|i|* + I g J * • |gTJJ|a
< 2.4x10"". If we reinterpret these results in terms of mass eigen-

states, we obtain |g| O ^ O ^ I * +... < 10"*. Taking 1 0 ^ 0 ^ 1 * ^ 3 * 1 0 - *

as before, we obtain g, < .06. Using g, "v.06 would lower our result

for the u"*e x r « t e by three orders of magnitude. The rate would

then be comparable to thai: for M ~ * e + conversion (without Hajoron

emission) via the exchange of a light {\ 10 eV) Hajorana neutrino.

In conclusion, we have shown that the Geimlni-Roncadelii model of

spontaneously broken B-L syrnetry predicts rates for u"->-e x

conversion with Najoron emission which, even though substantially

lower than present experimental upper limits, are of the same order

as rates for conversions via other mechanisms.

This work was supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering

Research Council of Canada.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Mechanism for u"*e conversion with Hajoron emission.

Tig. 2 The Ji"+e conversion via Kajorana neutrino exchange.

Fig. 3 Shape of the electron energy spectrum for the process

u -*e x* The energy range represents the acceptance of

the experiment presently in preparation [12]. r0 is

the ordinary capture rate, and the quantity-

Co - ( Ig, mj 0 - 0e} )
2 is discussed In the test.
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